Instruction of the student
Winter for students is not only during vacations, fun, holidays and parties, but still not quite sweet season session. We decided to tell you how to
behave these students during exams.
The student will not be a real student, if at least once during the study will not see your name in the list on the exceptions. Therefore, in order not to
fall face in the dirt every true student still trying to get into this wonderful list.
After the name of a pupil of the University was in the list for exclusion, he starts looking for a loophole, how can you be in University. It just does
not want to disappoint parents who have already promised a crazy weekend in hot countries.
Then comes the period of preparation for the session. Instead of all night to sit in the library, creative students open the student book, then the
window, and cheerfully waving to her with a cry of "Freebies come".
The whole semester, the most diligent students do not sleep at night and instead of studying new and new attractions nightlife. It helps to make
new, pleasant and useful contacts, which can be useful for session.
The whole year the most advanced students make friends exclusively with their equals, but during the session's best friend will melt "over there the
smart guy" from the first desks.
A true student only before the session for the night to read the entire list of references that were given for year, and then pass an exam on "5". And
only the real student may not know anything, and the exam to remember even the theory of quantum physics.
Only a true student can have Breakfast, sleep, talk on the phone, to solve the case, to establish privacy and do another 100 things, without
distracting the lecturer.
Only a true student gets as much Dating in a hostel that was more likely to eat a cold and hungry night, my new friends. And if you do not get to eat
for free, it is always possible to steal something in the common kitchen. Only after a meal, be sure to leave a small note with the word: "THANK
you!"
Only the student is the stress nervous system, he has 2 hours to sleep to the ringing of an alarm clock. And to rearrange the alarm "another 5
minutes" and during that time to sleep in style, only this student.
Only a true student comes to the standings, knows 2, rents for 4-d, and resents why the teacher gave him 5 s.
If you have not fulfilled even a companies that writing research papers single of these item, then you cannot be called a true student. But, you
always have time to fix it.

